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Introduction
In the third session of the 6HI03 C examination, it was pleasing to read a good standard
of responses from candidates. Many candidates had clearly acquired detailed subject
knowledge and wrote with sophistication and insight which placed them in the higher tier
bracket.
The paper was divided into two sections: Section (A) an In-Depth Study question. Section
(B) an Associated Historical Controversy question.
Centres should note that the amount of space provided in the booklet for answers is more
than adequate for candidates to gain full marks. The space provided should not be seen as
a recommendation of the amount candidates should write.
Unfortunately some candidates continue to write too much. As a consequence of this
their responses lacked factual detail. Whilst this has been commented upon previously, a
significant number of candidates still follow this approach. Factual relevance is the key to
achieving high marks. Examiners want to see candidates who can use the sources and their
own material effectively to answer the questions set.
Although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence on Option C of students
having insufficient time to answer both questions. The paper catered for a wide ability range
of candidates as everyone was able to attempt answers to both parts of the examination.
There were also very few rubric errors. As expected, there were far more entrants for C2
(The United States, 1917-54: Boom, Bust and Recovery) than for C1 (The United States,
1820-77: A Disunited Nation?). The candidates' performance on individual questions is
considered in the next section.
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Question 1
Most candidates who attempted this question were able to discuss to what extent there
were 'few fundamental differences' between the economies of the North and South in the
years 1820 to 1860. The weakest candidates tended to produce (1) a descriptive account
of US economic development during this period which did not address the question (2)
a response which was heavily reliant on unsupported assertions. Conversely, the best
responses offered a sustained evaluation using an agree/disagree essay structure. These
answers reached an informed judgement based on an assessment of key North/South
economic features (such as the importance of agriculture, the scale of industrialisation,
the extent of slave ownership, the output of the manufacturing sector and economic
diversification).  
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has produced a Level 4
answer by offering detailed knowledge
within a focused analytical structure.
Here, the impact of industrialisation
is clearly explained and linked to the
question with good factual detail.

Examiner Tip

To gain high marks on the Depth Study question,
you must have a sound subject knowledge.
Check the specification for the key topics.
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Question 2
Very few candidates attempted Question 2 but most responses were well focused. Indeed,
most candidates were aware of the debate about 'Jacksonian democracy'. Consequently,
the majority of answers offered some assessment of the 'democratisation' of US politics
under President Jackson (with particular emphasis placed on the development of formal
national mass parties, the new style of political activism, the campaign against the Bank
of the United States, and Jackson's views/policies concerning native Americans, slaves and
women e.g. Indian Removal). The strongest candidates demonstrated impressive range and
depth in precisely focused answers. Weaker candidates tended to (1) write a chronological
narrative account of the main events/developments of Jackson's presidency without relating
them explicitly to the question (2) neglect one side of the argument.

Examiner Comments

This high Level 4 answer, which offers a clearly structured
analytical approach, examines both sides of the 'Jacksonian democracy' debate.
Here, the candidate assesses Jackson's treatment of native Americans and links
it relevantly to the issue in the question.
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Question 3
This proved to be a very popular question. Most candidates who attempted Question 3
were able to discuss the role of the motor manufacturing industry and to what extent
it was responsible for the US economic boom of the 1920s. Stronger responses also
considered the role played by other factors (such as government policy, new management
and advertising techniques, the availability of easy credit and hire purchase, and the
economic impact of the First World War) in promoting economic growth before making a
judgement about relative importance. The best answers put forward a sustained analysis
which critically assessed the role of the motor manufacturing industry (set against other
contributory factors) in generating the boom of the 1920s. Weaker responses tended
to (1) offer a general survey of the 1920s US economy which was not properly linked to the
question (2) concentrate almost exclusively on the stated factor.

Examiner Comments

This Level 3 response is broadly analytical but offers limited
detail and development. Here, for example, the candidate's
assessment of the role of the US motor manufacturing
industry in the boom of the 1920s lacks depth.

Examiner Tip

If you use the key phrases from the question
throughout your essay, this will help you to
write a relevant analytical response.
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Question 4
A few candidates who attempted this question were let down by a lack of detailed
knowledge of the impact the Supreme Court and Roosevelt's critics had on the New Deal.
Some very low-scoring responses offered inaccurate accounts of Supreme Court rulings and/
or opponents' actions. Typically, the weakest candidates relied on (1) a simple description of
the opposition to the New Deal in the 1930s which contained a few basic references to the
Supreme Court and left and right-wing critics (2) a narrow response which considered only
one section of this opposition. The best responses deployed detailed knowledge to provide a
focused assessment of the extent to which the Supreme Court/critics were able to influence
the direction of the New Deal. These answers offered well supported arguments on both
sides of the debate (for e.g. after 1936 the Supreme Court upheld rather than challenged
New Deal measures but critics such as Long, Townsend, Brandeis and Frankfurter helped to
steer Roosevelt to the left during the 2nd New Deal).  

Examiner Comments

This Level 4 response puts forward the nuanced view that the
Supreme Court and Roosevelt's critics did not all exercise the
same amount of influence over the direction and progress of
the New Deal. The candidate's effective introduction (shown
here) outlines the argument which is then pursued, with
reasonable range and depth, in the main section of the essay.
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Question 5
Most candidates who attempted this question were able to discuss the role of Southern
secession as the cause of war between the North and South and then weigh this stated
factor against others (such as North-South economic differences and the divisive issue of
slavery). Better responses integrated source material and candidates' own knowledge to
develop an argument about the reason(s) for the Civil War based on the issues raised by the
extracts. These responses cross-referenced the sources extensively to support or challenge
particular viewpoints in the process of reaching a judgement. Weaker candidates often
relied almost exclusively on the source material and introduced very little own knowledge to
develop a line of argument. In addition, some low-scoring answers merely offered 'potted'
summaries of each source (often with a little own knowledge included) which prevented
cross-referencing and the development of a support/challenge approach.
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Examiner Comments

This extract, from a Level 2 response, uses the sources in a
superficial way. The candidate comprehends Source 2 and
Source 3 and notes that they have different views on the causes
of the Civil War. However, the arguments and evidence from the
two sources are not fully developed or cross-referenced, and the
candidate fails to integrate detailed own knowledge.

Examiner Tip

When planning your answer, read through the
sources carefully and list all the support and
challenge points you can. This will help you to
cross-reference effectively in your answer.
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Question 6
On this question, the majority of responses were able to offer a reasoned explanation for
the Confederacy's defeat in the Civil War based on the competing views set out in the three
sources (Lincoln's political leadership, Southern disunity and superior Northern resources).
Most candidates could also draw on a sound knowledge of the key events and developments
between 1861 and 1865 which helped to determine the outcome. Once again, stronger
candidates integrated cross-referenced source material with their own knowledge to put
forward a substantiated judgement. Lower scoring responses typically adopted the 'potted'
summary approach to the sources or else included little or no own knowledge. A few of the
weaker candidates uncritically accepted the superior political leadership viewpoint and failed
to consider properly the other arguments set out in the extracts.  
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Examiner Comments

This high Level 4 response uses the sources and own knowledge
confidently throughout. In this extract, the candidate offers
a perceptive assessment of the superior political leadership
argument (Source 4) by examining the claims made in the light
of his/her own knowledge of Lincoln's actions.
Note too how the candidate recognises that Source 4 partially
supports the 'big battalions' argument outlined in Source 6.
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Question 7
Most candidates found this question accessible. Overall, the sources were used effectively
and appropriate own knowledge was included to develop the argument about the reasons
for the economic downturn of 1929-30. Stronger responses offered a sustained analysis
based on the cross-referencing of the extracts and the integration of source material
and own knowledge. These answers reached an informed judgement about the relative
importance of the under-consumption argument when set against other viewpoints
(such as European economic problems after 1918 and the US goverment's low tax and
minimal regulation approach in the 1920s). Low-scoring candidates tended to exhibit
two main weaknesses - (1) relying on a descriptive essay which was inadequately
linked to the sources provided (2) poor or non-existent integration of source material
and own knowledge. A minority of candidates did not pick up on the links between
under-consumption and some of the other factors mentioned in the sources (such as
the consequences of the Wall Street Crash and government policies) which would have
provided good cross-referencing opportunities.
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Examiner Comments

Here, the candidate has produced a mid-Level 3
answer by taking some information from the sources
and integrating a moderate amount of own knowledge. There is scope to offer more of both, and to
cross-reference the sources more effectively. For
example, Source 8 could be linked to the argument
in the extract because it talks about the lack of consumer spending in the wake of the Wall Street Crash.
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Examiner Tip

During the planning stage, after you have
identified the key issues raised by the sources,
add your own knowledge to these points. That
way you’ll find it easier to integrate the two
elements in the actual essay.

Question 8
This proved to be a popular question. Many candidates made good use of the sources and
their own knowledge to develop a confident line of argument about the extent to which the
New Deal revived the US economy. The strongest candidates offered a sustained sourceled analysis with impressive range and depth. Many in this category provided extensive
cross-referencing of the sources to emphasise, for example, how the New Deal brought
about only a partial economic revival which was given further momentum by the approach
of war. Weaker candidates tended to produce (1) a narrative of the main New Deal
measures which was inadequately linked to the question (2) a 'potted' source by source
commentary with little or no cross-referencing which prevented the development of a
support/challenge approach.  
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Examiner Comments

This high Level 5 response possesses several obvious
strengths. The candidate (1) uses all three sources
extensively and integrates detailed own knowledge effectively
(2) develops a sustained analysis which targets the question
throughout (3) adopts a support/challenge approach to
evaluate several of the claims made in the sources.

Examiner Tip

Plan your answer around all the key issues raised by
the sources and pick out useful quotations from each
extract. That way, you won’t overlook, or oversimplify,
any of the sources when writing your response.
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Paper Summary
A general summary of the areas for improvement in the approach to the Depth Study
question and the Associated Historical Controversy question on Option C may prove of
benefit to centres.
Depth Study question
1. Candidates need to ensure that the subject knowledge conforms to the specification.
Weaker responses usually lacked range and/or depth. A few discussed a period or
development which was not the precise focus of the question.
2. Candidates need to be more aware of the time frame attached to a question. Many
lower scoring responses devoted much time and space to discussing only one part of the
period targeted by the question.
3. In order to address the question effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis not a
descriptive or chronological account.
Associated Historical Controversy question
1. Candidates need to treat the sources as a package to facilitate cross-referencing and
advance a convincing line of argument. Many weaker candidates resorted to 'potted'
summaries of each source which failed to develop a support/challenge approach.
2. Candidates need to integrate the source material and their own knowledge more
effectively to substantiate a particular view. Weaker responses were frequently too reliant
on the sources provided and little or no own knowledge was included.
3. Candidates should avoid memorised 'perspectives' essays and base their responses on
the issues raised by the sources instead. The Associated Historical Controversy question is
an exercise in interpretation not historiography.
4. A few candidates are still providing extensive and wholly unnecessary accounts of the
provenance of each source.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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